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This is a fantastic addition for anyone not used to the DSM-V This is a fantastic addition for
anyone new to the DSM-V. I highly recommend it, specifically for the psych/guidance grad
students who already are bogged down in research and do not have additional time to
determine the complexities of the DSM-V. It really helps with that. This is often a difficult
problem for medical college students and other providers who aren't psychiatrists.) An
exceptionally useful guidebook for interviewing and diagnosing patients I used this book during
my third calendar year psychiatry clerkship and found it extremely useful. The DSM-5 defines
the criteria for diagnosing mental health issues, but it doesn't give any types of the types of
queries that healthcare providers should ask to determine whether sufferers meet those criteria
or not. (It really provides helped me, as I am re-purchasing this because of an unfortunate theft
of the initial. My undergraduate learners can create better interviewing questions. It offers
examples of questions that correlate to each DSM-5 criteria. Thanks Nice No complaints It wasn't
damaged and it is worth the money Waste of cash. Nissbaum for his contributions to psychiatry,
this manual is certainly a joke.Full disclosure: I was extremely fortunate to have Dr. Nussbaum
mainly because my attending within my psychiatry rotation! Therefore, I not only had his book, I
also had the nice fortune to sit next to him on many events while he interviewed patients using
the same queries (from memory, needless to say). Despite my bias, I still believe this is an
extraordinarily useful tool for anyone other than psychiatrists who interviews sufferers who've
or may possess mental health issues. (In fact, I think that even psychiatrists would think it is very
useful.)However, I was very sad to learn that the copy I purchased from a third-party vendor
right here (and fulfilled by Amazon!) turned out to be an illegal pirated copy of the publication. I
reported this to Amazon, so hopefully they will stop that from occurring later on since it's
unlawful (and worse than that, it's unethical). It's a precise copy of the original book, even like
the copyright page, however the quality of the printing is certainly photocopy quality, with
extraneous marks on webpages and also pages with faded text. However, it seems to involve
some useful info and it could improve in worth as I become familiar with the newer DSM-5. But I
find it not so useful and end up with the full DSM which is NOT a little version of this. When
softly pulled apart, all webpages ripped including back cover. Finally, the printing, particularly of
the italicized font, is very poor, and the font size is tiny and difficult to read (especially on the
go). Book name is somewhat deceptive This book was not what I had expected. I really do not
advocate at all. Terrible format, ineffective questions, and miniscule font With all due respect to
Dr. In that sense, it also helps to ensure you are making the correct diagnosis. I was very pleased
with it, however I knew what I was obtaining when I bought it. It is also formatted in a bizarre
way that will not facilitate its make use of as a pocket (on the go) tool. Total waste materials of
money. Here is more detail about the 3 main problems:(1) Terrible and worthless wording of
queries. For example, the manual suggests asking a kid with suspected PTSD the question,
"Perform you repeatedly reenact that encounter with your toys or dolls or when playing?" What
incompetent clinician would use language like that with a child?! This is no way to teach! If Dr.
This book is good for those unfamiliar or fairly new to psychiatric evaluations. That's where this
book is incredibly useful. Terrible Packaging Content is good, but for $60 I expect a paperback
book to end up being packaged in a way where it won't get bent or have he corners smashed.
Anyone who ever interviewed a genuine patient would know that the questions are absurd!
Presumably, the manual is supposed to help people in their training and learning.? Not really a
condensed DSM-V This book is decent, but not great. The symptoms and the questions
recommended to elicit information about the symptoms are intermingled. Whole disorders are
omitted and rather included as very long paragraphs in the exclusionary requirements for main



disorders. For example, the criteria for body dysmorphic disorder are clumped together in a
horrible long paragraph, in a single run-on sentence, in a little font, as a footnote to OCD. Just
what a mess!(3) The visual acuity of the consumers of this manual should be extraordinary. The
written text is too small for anyone over the age of 35, and the decision of font type can be
horrible.(2) As noted above, the formatting is bizarre and worthless as well. It must have been
come up with quickly and sloppily, without discussion to people who practice or coach clinical
interviewing. Nissbaum wrote this, shame, shame! It is great for medical learners or citizens on
psychiatry rotations. I've recommended this to many of my supervisors who are psychologists
and they had been impressed with it aswell! Overall this is a good but sparse diagnostic guide.
But I find it not so useful and end up with the full DSM which ... Five Stars awesome deal Hum,
product did not arrive as "like fresh. Total waste of money The last several pages stuck
collectively and there is an off colored stain in the same location. No real info that you'll require.
I hate holding around little books. I desire I was not forced to waste my money. This product is
badly designed and made. The previous pocket guidebook for the DSM-IV-TR was simply
condensed or abbreviated text of the bigger DSM-IV-TR that was better to carry around.
Professionals that have used prior DSMs could be deceived by the name, at least that's how it
appears to me. If you decide to buy this book, I'd motivate you to insist upon a legal copy, which
is also higher quality. For those who have a copy of this book, read the suggested queries about
autism spectrum disorders. Looks like it has been through the washer. I found it essential when I
interviewed patients--instead of trying to come up with appropriate questions on the fly during
interviews, I'd possess the ideal questions already available. Waste of money. In fact it is not
obtainable in a digital format. I had to buy it for school so very little choice." The book is really
as though it had been wet at some time. Informative book for anyone in the field of Psychology
As a PsyD college student, this is ESSENTIAL! Small more than enough to transport around and
reference any moment but has enough information to where I've actually learned necessary
information from it. Regrettably, the meats of the supporting diagnostic features, comorbidities
and comprehensive D/Ds are lacking.
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